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For function f defined on the interval I:= [ -1, 11; let p2J.f) be its best 
approximant out of -ql under the L2 norm 
Ilgl!,:,,, := (j, Idx,l’d~)“*, 
where dz is a finite Bore1 measure on I. We compare the L, norm of the error 
function f - pzz(f) on subintervals vs that on the whole interval I. Then we 
consider the distribution of the zeros of the best L, approximants. Corresponding 
results are also obtained for approximation on the unit circle {ZEC : 171 = 1). 
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do to denote a finite positive Bore1 measure on I with suppjdx) an infinite 
set, and dp to denote a finite positive Bore! measure on ?A := 
{z 5 C : 1~1 = I > with supp(@) an infinite set. Given p > 0, for a Bore! set 
E c I, define 
i’f !I q&E) := r y(x)l” dc.t ] : 
( 
\‘? 
! _F / 
while for a Bore1 set Fc ZA, define 
Let i,(A) (resp. I,,(&)) be the space of Bore? measurable functions .f 
on I (resp. 2A) with jl f [I LDcdr, := i!fll Lp,dX,I) < x (resp. l]fl/ LP,!dP! := 
,‘fii L,fd@,&f) < 22 ). 
For a given f E C(I) (we use C(K) to denote the space of continuous 
functions defined on Kc C), we denote by ~z,,(.f) its best uniform 
approximant out of zzq2) the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree at 
most n, i.e., 
where Ii .]I K means the uniform norm on K = C. Similarly, defne 1,: 3L (si 
(for f~ C(q?A)), p:.,(f) (forfEL,(dz)) and slT,,, ., ( 6’) (forfE I,,(&)) in .S, as 
follows: 
Kadec [S] proved that for renl-calued f~ C(I): there are (n + 2j-point 
subsets of the extremal point sets A, := (x~i: if(xj-p&Jj: xji = 
ii-f- p;,(f )!I,} that, for a suitable subsequence of integers n, are 
distributed like the extrema of Chebyshev polynomials T,(x) := 
( lj? ‘) cosjn arccos x)~ So, by the denseness of such extrema, there i.s an 
increasing subsequence of the positive integers, say A(f) c- N, such that fzr 
any subinrerval [a? b] c I (a # b), 
ij 
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Essentially, (1) tells us that {p,*,,,(f)},“=, does not approximate f better 
on any subinterval of I than it does on the whole interval 1, which 
illustrates the principle of contamination introduced by Saff [ 131. Recently, 
IGo6 and Saff [7] proved a result which implies that (1) also holds for 
complex-aalued f~ C(I) and also for the analogous case of uniform 
approximation on the unit circle ?A. More precisely, if f EA(A) := 
(f~ C(A): f analytic in A’}, where A’ := (z~C: jzl < l}, then there is a 
subsequence of N, say A(f), such that 
for any subarc I- (not a single point) of SA. 
In this paper, we first prove the analogues of (1) and (2) for general L2 
best approximation on I and BA, which illustrate an L, version of the 
principle of contamination (this is done in Section 2). Then we treat the 
problem of the distribution of zeros of the L, (p >O) best approximants 
P n*,, and s,Tpv and so generalize the Jentzsch-&ego-type theorem in [ 11. 
This is done in Section 4. In the proof of the Jentzsch-Szego-type theorem 
for the unit circle case, the regularity of the measure plays a very important 
role (cf. Definition 3.1). It turns out that the regularity of a measure is 
equivalent to the regular nth root asymptotic behavior of the corre- 
sponding orthonormal polynomials (cf. Theorem 3.3). Because of its own 
interest, we state and prove this fact in Section 3. 
2. NORM CO~~PARISONS rs L, APPROXIMATION 
Set 
and 
x(x) := d$ [ - 1, x)), x E I, 
p(O) := dp( {z = e”: t E [0, e)}), 0 E [O, 27c3. 
Then CI’ and $ exist a.e. on I and [0, 2~1, respectively. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that SI’ > 0 a.e. on I. Let f~ LZ(da), f not a 
polynomial, and 6 E (0, 21. Then 
* 
.zl ( 
ilf-Pn*,2(f)liL;(dz,Co,61, 2 
Ilf- Pw-)ll.,kf*, > 
= ,x2, (3) 
uniformly for [a, b] c [ - 1, 1 ] with b - a > 6. 
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Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 2.1 we stale a needed 
lemma. 
Let {_Q~ >,yzO be the unique system of polynomia!s orthonor,mai with 
respect to dx, i.e.) polynomials 
p,,(x) := p,(& x) = -ycxn $ . ’ I 
such that 
(;,, = i;,,(dx) > 3) iL 
where b,,, = 1 if m = n and 6,,, = !I otherwise. Then we have the following 
rescle of h/l&t&, Nevai and Totik: 
LEMMA 2.2 (Theorem 13.3 in [!?I). A~;sume I’>G ‘EX. oz I. %w JCw 
each [a, b] c I (a z b): there is a constmt 5 > 0, depending only on b --a. 
such Ihat 
we have 
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On the other hand: by Lemma 2.2, 
for some constant c>O. But 
lun12= f /ukJ2- f Iak12=E,-,(f)2-E,(f)2, 
k = II k=n+l 
and so, combining (5) and (6): it follows that 
c2b5- a-)’ - uf)2) 
<max r,Z, ri- 1 l HE,- l(f) + Jw-))2: n = 1,2,3, ... . 
Thus 
c2 En - IV-) - En(f) < 
E,_,(f)+E,(f)‘max(r:,r:-,}, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (7) 
Next we note that since E,(f) decreases to zero as n + ,CC, it follows from 
elementary properties of series that 
z‘ En-IV-)-Uf) 
.;, En-,(f)+E,(f)=‘x’ (8) 
Therefore (7) implies that Cz.= I max(ri, rf- ,) = CC, which is equivalent to 
(3). I 
For the unit circle, we have the following companion of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that p’>O ae. on [0,2x]. Let f~L~(dp), fnot 
a polynomial, and b E (0: 2711. Then 
(9) 
unrformly for Bore1 sets F c ZA with (linear) Lebesgue measure 26. 
ProoJ: We first introduce the orthonormal polynomials with respect to 
dp ; that is, 
cp,Jz) :=cpn(dp, z)=K~z”+ ... (K, :=~,(dp)>O), (10) 
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satisfying 
Then we proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, using the 
following result of M&k, Nevai, and Tot& instead of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMZl.4 2.4 (Corollary 7.5 in [9] ). cl.SSUF?le $ > 0 a,e. 0~2 [O: 2~:. Pz~n, 
$or each 6 > 0 there is a constant T > 0 such that 
$or ecery Bore1 subset F of ?A with [FI > 6, inhere / . I denotes the Lebesgtie 
measure on dA. 
Remark. The inequalities in Lemmas 2.2 acd 2.4 are the so-czlled 
Turk-type inequalities, see [9]. 
COROLLARY 2.5. (i) With the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 ) $pJf-cEL2;:j~). 
E>O, and -1 <a<b<l, then there is a subsequence A c 5’ such thai 
x-here C 5 a positice constant depending oniO:: on b -a. 
(ii) With the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, $-fE&jdp), E>O: ’ cm2 
Fc <A is any Bore1 set wYth jFI > 0: then there is a subsequence .A c N suck 
that 
xhere C is a positice constant depending o&y on IF! 
Proof By (8), for any 6 > 0, there is a subsequence of positive integers, 
A, c i\lr, depending only on f and 6; such that 
1 E, ~ ICf J - L(f! 
““<En-,(f)+E,!f). 
n E A c 
n 
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Together with (7), this gives 
which implies (11). The proof of (12) is identical. 1 
Our next result shows that Theorem 2.1 is best possible in the sense that 
the exponent 2 appearing in (3 j cannot be replaced by any larger value. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.6. Let du(x) = (2/x( 1 -x’)l/*) dx, 
elzch Y > 1, 
XE(-1, I). Then for 
sutisfies 
fr(x) := f b cos(k arccos X) 
x-=1 
cc IIfr-P,~2(fr)llLi(d~,[~1,b]) 
,,c, ( 
2+6 
IIf,- P;r2mL2rdJr, > 
< .x, (13) 
for every b~(-1, 1) and6>0. 
Remark. It is easy to see that, by a modification of Proposition 2.6, we 
can show that (9) is also best possible. 
Proof oj’ Proposition 2.6. We use C,, C,, . . . . to denote absolute 
constants. Note that for the given dg(x), 
p,,(d3c, x) = cos(n arccos x) =: t,(x), 
n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . and p,,(&, x) = l/J?. So 
Pn*.z("Lx)= i -$ b(X), 
k=l 
and &.2(fr, xl = 0. 
Set 
ok(e) :=$+ i cos j0, 
- j=l 
and 0 := arccos x E [0, n]. Then 
n = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
R,(x) := f ; t,&) = f ; (o,(e) -Dk--,(@) 
k=n k=n 
=k;n(-&-&)D,(@-~. 
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Thus, for x E [ - 1, 11, 
Since 
D,(O) = 
sin(k + 1;2)0 
2 sin a/2 ’ 
k = 1, 2: 3, . ..) 
we have 
kz1.2 2 ) “) . . . Thus, with (sin 9!2! = +/(l -x)/2, it fo!lows from (14) that 
fcx -1 <x<b< 1: 
and so 
But, for II = 1, 2, 3, ..~) 
hence, from ( 1.5 ) we get 
which implies that the series in (13) is convergent. 
The generalizations of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 for best i, poiynomitii 
approximants remain open problems. In light of the Kadec resuit (I ) fx 
the case p = ,CC, it is tempting to make the following 
Cmjectuve. If z’ > 0 a.e. on J. f not a poiynomiai; then 
x Ilf-Pn*,,(f)‘/L,“jd~,Ca.D:!\’ 
.C, ( 
= x. 
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3. REGULARITY OF MEASURE 
In Section 2, we used x’ > 0 a.e. or p’ > 0 a.e. in our assumptions. By a 
theorem of Rahmanov (cf. [12, lo]), we know that these assumptions 
imply that lim, _ 3c yf,:” = 2 and lim, _ 3c KY,!/ = 1, respectively (cf. (4), (10)). 
When we consider the distribution of zeros of the best L, (p >O) 
approximants, these limit conditions suffice for our purpose. 
DEFINTION 3.1. We call & (resp. &) a regular measure with respect o 
Z (resp. ZA) if lim T’:‘* = 2 (resp. lim, _ s ~~~~ = 1)’ n-x in 
For measures on Z, we have the following result of Erdos and Turan. 
THEOREM 3.2 [3]. The measure dx is regular with respect to Z if and 
only if 
lim ( p,,(dsr, z)l ‘Y = (z + V/n/, i E C ‘i,Z. (16) 
II - s 
where the convergence in (16) is locally uniform in C\Z. 
In (16), the branch of the square root is taken so that Jz’ - 1 behaves 
like 17 near infinity. 
The main result in this section is 
THEOREM 3.3. A measure dp on I?A is regular with respect to ;A if and 
only if 
lim (qJdp, i)llln = 1~1, IZI > 1, i17) n-r 
w!here the conaergence irz (17) is IocaIlJ: uniform irz IzI > 1. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 3.3 we need to recall some properties 
of the orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle. Let 
@,Jz) = @,(dp, z) := + cp,,(dp, z) = zn + . . . , n = 0: 1, 2, . . . . 
n 
Then the manic polynomials @II satisfy the following recursive relation (cf. 
[17, p. 293; 5, p. 132]), 
CD:+ 1(z) = @n*(z) - a,z@,(z), (18) 
’ Regularity of general measures (with arbitrary compact support) is treated in [16]. 
Simultaneously, yet independently, results corresponding to Theorems 3.2, 3.3, and 4.1. (for 
p = 2), and Corollaries 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 for the general case have been partially announced in 
1161. 
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where 
and 
Also we have (cf. [5: p. 21) 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Note that by the maximum principle, 
for M = 1, 2, 3, . . . . and hence 
If (17) is true, then 
!imsupI,y,,(~~,.)I!:~d lim !!cp,I(d~,,j!/~=~,,,=i+,:=i+p, i-50: (;>O. 
i? - x II - r. 
With (22),, this yields 
and, since p > 0 is arbitrary, we get 
lim sup Kf, n < 1. 
tt - x 
On the other hand, by the monotonicity of K, (cf. (201): we have 
and so 
O<KG<K,,: r? = 0. 1, 2: ~..: 
lim inf x1” > 1. II ’ II - x 
i.e., the measure & is regular when (17) is satisfied. 
Now let us assume that the measure & is regular with respect o c’d, We 
make use of the formula 
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n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
which follows from (18). Since 
we have, for 1~1 < 1, 
k=O 
Also note that, from (19) and (20), 
Iz( < lt 
17) = 1, 
/iI > 1, 
n=o, 1,2, . . . . 
Now we claim: if d,u is regular, then for ecer1’ 6 > 0, we hat:e 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
where j,,(b) is the cardinalit}: of the set 
1,(6):=(j:O<jgn, Iui]>S). 
Infact, forjEZ,(d) (0<6<1), 
o<l-la,J’<1-6* 
(the left-hand inequality follows from the fact that lail = IQjil,(0)l < I), 
and so 
=jEt.i) (l- bjl’k n (I- bj12) (27) 
i&L(6) 
O<j<n 
d n t1-laj12) 
jE f”(d) 
< (1 -~2)jE(6). 
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Thus, by regularity of &, we have 
and so 
lim sup j,(s)=, 
II + cc 11 -) 
which proves our claim. 
Wow by (24): for any 6~ (0, 1) and jz/ 6 i: 
Hence 
and, by the arbitrariness of 6 E (0, 1 j. we obtain 
lim sup 1: @,! ;( ii = lim sup ‘/@z /i j; < 1. 
n-r n - .-x 
With (21), it follows that 
But recall that all the zeros of @, !ie in I:/ -C 1 (cf. [l?, p. 2923): and so 
(cf. [4, Chap. 2 Sect. 2.B]) (28) is equivalent to 
loca!ly uniformly in I-‘i > 1. Thus 
local!y uniformly in 151 > 1. a 
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From the proof we have the following 
COROLLARY 3.4. The following assertions are pairtvise equicalent: 
6) lim,, x IIP~!I~ = 1. 
(ii) lim,,, ;E IC;” = 1. 
(iii) lim,* j r( (n+1)-‘~~=oln(l-~aj~2)=0. 
ProoJ (i) =z- (ii) The proof follows from (22) and (23). 
(ii) + (i) By (28), 
(ii) o (iii) Note that by (27), 
1 1 
-lnk’,_r=- 
I1 + 1 n+l lnK0-22(n+1),=, 
-A--- i In(1 - Iail’). 1 
The following corollary illustrates the importance of the regularity of 
measures (cf. [ 151). 
COROLLARY 3.5. For any p > 0, if d% (dp) is regular with respect to I 
(resp. 2A ), then for an,v E > 0, there is N,, p > 0, depending only on E and p, 
such that 
(respectice/?; 
!IP,,II,d(l +4”IIp,‘ILp,&) (29) 
liP,zIle~ d (1 + EJn IIP,IIL~~~~~)~ 
for n > NE. p and all P,, E .pn. 
ProoJ Note that (29) is equivalent to 
(30) 
Since dz is regular, Theorem 3.2 implies that 
lim I~p,(dz, .)I/? = 1. 
n-5 
(31) 
Then by expanding any P, E q, in terms of { pk(dz, . ) )czO, we see that (31) 
is true for p = 2. Then following Saff and Totik (cf. the proof of 
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Theorem 1.5(n) in [ 15]), we know that (3 I ) is true for ali p > 0. This 
proves (29 ). 
Using Theorem 3.3 (or Corollary 3.4) instead of Theorem 3.2, we can 
prove (30) in a similar way. 1 
By Theorem 1.1 in [IIS]: we know that for do reguiar with respect :o jz 
.f is equai (dx-a.e. on I) to a function that is analytic on i if and on!y if 
lim sup ,!f- pz.,(f)li Ljdz) < 1. ;32) \ 
II - cc 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3, for the unit circle, we have 
COROLLARY 3.6. Assume dp is regular with respect o ?A. Let ,f~ L,idcii! 
for some p > 0. Ther; f is equal (dp-a.e. cm 2A j to L: function that is ax$yric 
on cm open set containing A if and 0~1~ if
Proof. We use the same method as in [Is, Sect. 4.5, Theorem 51, and 
briefly describe the main steps. 
First, if! is analytic on A, then (cf. [18, p. 76 ] ) there exist polynomiais 
qn E .Tz> E = 0, 1: 2, . ..) such that 
lim sup ijf- qJ ii! < 1, 
H + 5 
and so 
lim sup I!f- s:. ,if) ! iPy:lndJL, < lim sup /I c , “, -- 9,;:’ :; < 
n-x II + x 
This proves the necessity of (33). 
Next, if (33) holds, then 
i. 
and so, by Corollary 3.5, 
lim sup !I5;,,(.fj --.s:- i,,(ff:i :; : i. 
li + ‘cc 
Hence g(z) := x,7= l(sz. ,(f) - szm I.p(f)) + st, p(f) is anaiytic 03 A and 
f= g d/l-a.e. on SA. This gives the sufficiency of (33). 
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4. JEYTZSCH-SZEG~-TYPE THEOREMS IN L, APPROXIMATION 
Let P,, be a polynomial of exact degree n, and let 21, r2, . . . . z,, be the 
zeros of P, (counting multiplicity). Define the measure v(P,) as 
(34) 
where b, denotes the Dirac’s measure for the point z E C. 
The arcsine measure is the measure dx/z,!m on I. The uniform 
measure on ad: denoted by p*, is d0,/27c (i = eie). 
As a consequence of Corollary 3.5, we prove 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p > 0 and dz be regular with respect to I. Let 
Tn.p~z,, T,,,,(x)=x”+ ..., sati.sfi 
lI~,,.,il~,~d~j= inf llprzllLp(dzjr n = 0, 1: 2, . . . . P”E%T p, = X” + 
Then v( T,. ,,) concerges in the weak-star topologJ1 to the arcsine measure as 
n-+co. 
Proo$ By Theorem 2.1 in Cl], we only need show that 
By Corollary 3.5, for E > 0 and n large enough, 
IITn,p’l,~<(1 +E)“lIT II 4 P qdz) 
<Cl +E)” II~nllLp(dx) 
W+4” liUli(lda)L;p, 
where TJx) := (l/2”-‘) cos(n arccos x). Hence 
limsup I/T,.p~~~‘z<(l+~)~, 
n-22 
and so (35) follows by the arbitrariness of E > 0. 1 
(35) 
For the zero distribution of manic polynomials of minimal L,(dp) norm 
on the unit circle, we need to modify the measure v(P,) in (34). First, for 
z E d O, define the positive unit measure 
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Then 8; is the harmonic measure on Zd Tar ; 
e lor, in the terminology ~3: I 
Landkof, the Green measure for the point z and the region A’: [S, p. 212: ;. 
Next, for a polynomial P, of exact degree n with zeros z;. :2: . . . . Z,! (cous I - 
ing multiplicity j, define 
qP,):=i’ c 6,+ 2 6;,‘. 
n \ zjs .3 :,&A. 1 
For a measure CT, we adopt the notations 
,‘/2(0, z) := / log\,--t; -; dG(tj 
and 
I(o) := *[ @(CT, zj dcr(zj. 
Then it is easy to see that, for z E Ci,,d, 
‘&(v(P,j, Z) = ??($(P,j, zj. 
Now we can state 
(30) 
THEOREM 4.2. Let p > 0 and dp be regulrrr with rezpecf to ;A. Le: 
Cn.pEYsy C,.p(~)=~n+ ...) satisfi 
Therr <(Cm,.) concerges in the \t,eak-star topology to the mif-nrm measure .z* 
asri-+x. 
Remark. From the definition of C,., it is easy to show that a!i Its zeras 
lie on AC, 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, by Corollary 3.5, 
for E > 0 and n large enough, 
Hence 
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By the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [l], inequality (37) implies 
So, by (36), we also have 
lim %(G(C,,), z) = a@*: z), z E C\A. (38) n-* 
Now, if v is any weak-star limit measure of the sequence { $(C,,,)},“;,, 
then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [l], we can obtain from (38) that 
%(v, z) d z[p*], ZE2A. 
Since v is supported on ?A and v(2A) = 1, integrating the last inequality 
yields I[v] < I[p*]. Thus, by the uniqueness of the solution to the mini- 
mum energy problem (cf. [S, Chap. II]), we get v =p* and so the whole 
sequence (?( C,, ,) } ,“= O converges in the weak-star topology to p*. 1 
The following Jentzsch-Szegii-type theorems show that the L, (p > 0) 
best approximants also obey the principle of contamination. 
THEOREM 4.3, Let f be continuous but not analytic on Z, d% a regular 
measure with respect to Z, and p > 0. Then there is a subsequence A(f) c N 
such that v( p&(f)) converges in the weak-star topology to the arcsine 
measure as n + x8, n E A(f ). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let f be analytic in A”? continuous on A, but not analvtic 
on A, and let dp be a regular measure with respect to c?A. Then, for each 
p > 0, there is a subsequence A(f) c N such that C(s,T,Jf )) concerges in the 
weak-star topology to p* as n -+ x, n E A(f ). 
Furthermore, in the special case that log ,u’ E L,( [0, 2~1). then v(sn*,J f )) 
itself comerges in the weak-star topology to ,u* as n + x, n E A(f ). 
Remarks. (i) For Jordan arcs or Jordan curves with length measure 
and weights n: satisfying the condition that some negative power of 1~ is 
integrable, results similar to Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 hold (cf. [ 11, [ 141). 
(ii) Theorem 4.4. is an L, version of a recent result of Mhaskar and 
Saff [ll]. 
Since the proof of Theorem 4.3 is similar to that of Theorem 4.4, we only 
give the latter. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. We first show that 
(39) 
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and 
limsup !az,,J”‘> 1. 
12 + 7I 
where sXp(f, z) = u,Tpz” + . . : 12 = 0, 1,2, . 
Inequality (39) follows easily from Corollary 3.5: 
For (.40), note that for p 3 l? 
For 0 < p < 1, we similarly get 
Now7 since f is not analytic on A, Corollary 3.5 yields 
Together with (41) or (42), this implies (40). 
Now from (39) and (40): it follows that there Is a subsequence A(f) c N 
such that the manic polynomials ~z.Jf)/a,T.., satisfy 
lim suP ii LI* 1 
ii s,*,,(f) ’ i,‘! ~ i 
. 
n-x I n. P ‘1 Td 
nt.4lf) 
But by Lemma 3.1 in [l], (43) implies that, for any closed set A = C’ AT 
lim ~(sz.,(f))(A) = 0. 
n+r 
lIEA 
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As in the proof of Theorem 4.2, (43) also gives that 
lim %(v(s&(f)), i) = Q(p*, z), z E C\>A, n-c-z II t .4(f) 
and so, as before, we conclude that 
and that any weak-star limit measure of {t:(sz P(f‘))),zGn~fj must equal p*. 
This proves the first part of our theorem. 
In order to prove the second part, by Theorem 2.1 in Cl], it remains to 
show that, for any closed set A c d”, 
lim v(sX,(f))(A) = 0. (44) n-zc n E A(f) 
For this purpose, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let w(e) 20 be Lebesgue integrable OIZ [0,27c] and 
log w E L,( [0,27c]). Assume p > 0 and FE H”. Then I!P 
IF( p w(0) d&J , ZEA”, 
where K,,,, p > 0 is independent of F. 
ProoJ: The Szegii function (cf. [17, Chap. lo]) 
D(z) := exp & i:’ log &@) g d6’ 
> 
is in H2, has no zeros in A”, and satisfies 
lim ID(re’“)l = ~~~(0)~~~~, a.e. e E (0, 2~). 
r-F- 
First, let us assume F#O in A”. Then we can define an analytic branch 
of [F(z) D(z)‘:‘~]” in A”, and so, by Cauchy integral formula, for IzI < 
r-c 1, 
BEST L, POLYXOMIAL APPROXIXASTS 
Thus, by letting Y+ 1 mm: we get (cf. [2: pa 211) 
i.e.. 
Thus, with K,,,, p := ID(z)1 -~:,P(l - lrl)pl”. the lemma . 1s proved v&en 
F# 0. The general case can be proved by factoring out the zeros oi’ F. i.e.. 
by writing F(z) = B(Z) g(z), where g is in H” and has no p~ros in if’ acd 
B(Z) is a BIaschke product, and applying the first part of the proof to g icf, 
[I& Sect. 5.51). 1 
We non return to the proof of Theorem 4.4. Applying Lemma 4.5 to the 
functions j- 5,:. ,,(f), we see that SX ,(f) conxzerges locaily uniformly to j-it 
4’. Sirxe c has onlv finitely many zeros on each compact subset oi 4 -- 
Hurwitz’s iheorem i&lies that (44) holds for any dosed ser A c A”. x iLLI. -G&q;< 
v(.s~Jf)) converges in the weak-star topoiogy to ;1* as n -+ 3~. q E L.!iufj. 
by Theorem 2.1 in [ 11. 1 
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